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Contract Vehicles
GSA Schedule 70 
Contract #: 47QTCA18D0095
SeaPort Nx-G (Sub)

NAICS Codes
511210, 541330, 541511, 
541512, 541519, 541611, 
541910

Innovative Solutions to Support Complex Business Processes
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About DSI
For over 25 years, Distributed Solutions, Inc. (DSI) has transformed the way our customers do business by successfully implementing
innovative software solutions built on our powerful AEON™ platform. AEON solutions integrate with other business systems data,
intelligently automate business processes, and provide greater management control and visibility across all business process areas. This
enables our customers to work more efficiently and with fewer risks. Coupled with our highly experienced team of consultants, AEON and DSI
subject matter experts create automated, knowledge-enabled solutions that deliver results.

CertificationsSelect Customers
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AEON—Technology to Empower
AEON is a powerful and secure business process management software platform built on Microsoft technology and configurable to
support the automation of project management, document generation, acquisition management, vendor engagement, and financial,
deliverable, and audit management using the latest in emerging technologies such as robotic process automation and artificial
intelligence. AEON solutions are provided as a Software as a Service (SaaS) and possess powerful integration capabilities to provide
uninterrupted business process streams, enterprise-wide management and visibility, control, and deep analytic insights for real-time
mission critical decision making.

› FedRAMP and DoD IL5 Compliant SaaS
› Workflow Tools
› Approvals and Collaboration Tools
› Automated Document Generation 

› Offer Evaluation Tool 
› Funds Management 
› Partner and Vendor Management
› Actionable Dashboards and Reporting 
› Digital Signature 
› Complete Content Search 
› Market Research Tool 
› AI and Business Analytics 
› Cloud Services 

AEON Features Innovative Technology

AEON Process Automation 
A library with thousands of configurable microservices that uses 
RPA, transaction automation, and data-driven configurations to 
support any business process.

AEON Integration Capability
DSI solutions come with inherent integration capabilities that can 
unify processes with existing business systems, financial 
management systems, and data sources. 

Single System of Record
Our integration layer securely and seamlessly shares data with 
existing software investments, serving as a single system of record 
to provide visibility throughout your entire process for improved 
decision-making and cohesive project management.
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AEON tools can be configured to support any complex business process. We tailor our tools to the way your organization works.

Key Features
› Process and tracking visibility
› Workflow and collaboration
› Review and approval
› Document and content management
› Transaction system of record
› Funds management

Key features
› Vendor offer submission
› Vendor invoice/receipt submission
› Offer evaluation
› eDeliverable management 

Key features
› Insights on private or public data
› Data and content curation
› Trend analytics and process 

learning reports
› Fraud and anomaly detection

Business Process 
Automation

Partner Management AI and Business 
Analytics

AEON Solution Areas
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Enterprise Management and Visibility
Insight and real-time visibility into core enterprise processes, projects, and activities.

Program Office Management 
Planning, management, and collaboration tools to facilitate the successful execution of budget, 

financial, program, procurement, award and post-award delivery activities. 

Contract Writing
Built-in, automated logic and process support, standardize and automate the contract writing process 
using our unique knowledge-enabled document generation tools for complete, compliant contracts. 

Contract Management 
Contract administration capabilities, real-time management view, and advanced operational reporting 

help track and report on all contracts—simple to complex. 

Reporting and Reference Platform
Access, analyze, report on, and proactively share information from multiple data sources among project 

teams and stakeholders faster and with greater accuracy.

Our preconfigured solutions have you up and running faster, and with less downtime. Our model, backed by 25 years of
experience, saves you time and money from day one.

AEON Preconfigured Solutions
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Configuration

No-code, dynamic configurations 
support rapid implementation and 
on-demand customer business 
changes. Rapid automation of 
standard business processes 
reducing manual data entry, 
saving time and money.

Modularity

AEON’s family of software tools 
can be configured to meet the 
needs of any complex 
business process. The tools 
leverage current customer 
environments to fill known gaps in 
legacy business tools and deliver 
significant process improvements.

Rapid Implementation

DSI’s proven methodology 
quickly and seamlessly 
modernizes today’s busy 
offices—transforming  them 
from paper to paperless in six 
months. 

AEON Key Differentiators
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Subject Matter Expertise & Professional Services

Our AEON products are supported by a consulting team of subject matter experts focused on delivering solutions that achieve
results. We provide these services in conjunction with our core software solutions across the federal government. Standalone services
are available for agencies in need of high quality and high-performance IT support.

› IT Professional Services

› Business Intelligence (analysis, design, 
implementation)

› Business Process Engineering

› Business Analysis

› Systems Integration

› Consulting Services (top tier–subject 
matter expertise)

› Data (architecture, integration, analysis, 
design)

› Architecture (technical solutions)

› 1102s

› Program Office Support

Key Service Areas Superior Service 

Subject Matter Experts
DSI subject matter experts cover business areas such as program 
office and acquisition management support to business process 
reengineering, integration, and solutions architecture to help 
agencies meet their mission, goals, and objectives.

Project Management
Our program and project management support is based on PMI 
best practices and include Agile, SCRUM, SAFE, SDLC, EVM, Risk 
Management, Quality Management, and other key areas.

ITIL Compliant 
DSI follows ITIL best practices for IT service management and IT 
service support to ensure that all engagements whether new or in 
maintenance follow prescribed and repeatable processes. 
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Customer Success Stories

IT Modernization and Digital Transformation 

Process Automation with RPA 

Integrating Existing Software Investments
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Modernizing IT through Digital Transformation 
Office of Justice Programs (OJP)

Challenge Cumbersome manual paper-based process caused lack of insight and slow contracting processes.

Objective Provide software and services to transform OJP acquisition processes from paper to a secure SaaS 
environment, reduce transaction time, and streamline system administration and application management. 

Solution strategy

DSI’s solution for OJP is fully integrated and includes both the Program Office and Contract Office 
components of AEON. The solution allows OJP to create and manage requisitions, acquisition plans, 
solicitations, awards, and post-award activities. The solution also supports contract workload tracking and 
management, operational reporting, integration with Federal IAE environments, receipt and invoice 
approvals, and closeout.

Enterprise visibility This environment allows for rapid visibility into ongoing contracting activities and real-time management 
oversight.

In action
OJP currently has 300 licensed Program Office Requisition users (which includes COR, Accountants, Finance 
Office and Reviewers), and 38 licensed Contracting Office users (which includes Contract Specialists, Contract 
Officers and Reviewers).

Impact Transformed OJP from paper to paperless in six months, streamlining their acquisition process, while 
adhering to strict security requirements.
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Process Automation Saves Agency Time and Money
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) 

Challenge Disparate processes and manual data capture across the enterprise led to lower quality information and 
inconsistent application of best practices.

Objective

Implement one of the largest enterprise acquisition management solutions in the federal civilian agency 
market, interface with a variety of VA internal and external systems, including Integrated Funds Distribution 
Control Point Activity, Accounting and Procurement system (IFCAP) and System for Award Management 
(SAM), and provide VA with a unified acquisition solution for all VA components. 

Solution strategy
DSI’s solution is being used enterprise-wide to help VA reduce acquisition lifecycle time, achieve greater 
operational efficiencies, enable process visibility, and improve decision support throughout the acquisition 
lifecycle.

Enterprise visibility
DSI continues to support VA in operations and maintenance with software upgrades; software maintenance; 
regulatory updates; help desk support; business process consulting and infrastructure consulting; and 
training services.

In action eCMS supports up to 5,000 users and more than 4,400,000 VA documents annually across the entire United 
States.

Impact Agile process improvement and automation is driving better outcomes across the entire VA.
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Integration of Existing Software Investments into a 
Unified Modern, Solution
United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) 

Challenge Multiple stove-piped legacy systems with minimal interconnectivity and visibility.

Objective Deliver a proven integration strategy that allows for solution upgrades without compromising integrations 
with any other USPTO system.

Solution strategy

The eAcquisition Tool integrates with existing USPTO systems, including CGI’s Momentum Financials and 
Momentum Acquisition, Electronic Library for Financial Management Systems and the Enterprise Data 
Warehouse. AEON unifies the system, providing stakeholders in both the Program Office and Contracting 
Office with visibility into the entire acquisition process.

Enterprise visibility
Stakeholders are now aware of the various processes and steps involved, and funding available. The Tool’s 
complete and adaptive integration layer provides USPTO with actionable awareness of acquisition process 
activities and status across Technical/Program and Contracting Office lines.

In action
DSI’s production-proven solution will eventually be used by over 3,000 USPTO users to reduce acquisition 
lifecycle time, achieve greater operational efficiencies, enable process visibility, and improve decision support 
throughout the acquisition lifecycle.

Impact Closed gaps for the existing USPTO software portfolio and added new capabilities for the Program, Contract, 
and Vendor Communities. 
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Thank you
For more information, including demonstrations or pilots, contact:

Nick Budhai, PMP – Principal 
nick.budhai@distributedinc.com

Kirk Lambert – Business Development 
kirk.lambert@distributedinc.com

Chinh Fannin – VP Client Services
chinh.fannin@distributedinc.com

Visit us at www.distributedinc.com or call us at 703.471.7530

Distributed Solutions, Inc.
12350 Pinecrest Road 
Reston, VA 20191
sales@distributedinc.com
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